
 Lawsuit Mitigation
Aka “Risk Reduction” for 

Property Managers
If you haven’t been sued, you haven’t been doing this 
long enough or have enough business.



About Your Instructor
● Degree Aerospace Engineering
● Air Force Officer
● Licensed General Contractor (California)
● Broker Since 2010
● Author 

Property Manager & Consultant Jim 
teaches classes on effective property 
management techniques. Since 1994, he 
has been managing residential, multi 
family and commercial real estate.

● Broker License 1000724

● Business Broker License 6971

● Provisional Community Manager License 9095

● Public ID 220020

● 24/7 Realty School Instructor 

(702) 287-1092
Jim@ifindproperties.com
Facebook —-- LinkedIn

Jim Eagan

2 Hours after class, you will receive an email:

● Link to all this material (includes videos / links)
● A link to the division evaluation form.
● A link to download  the certificate.

If you get stuck, don’t panic. Stay calm. Email me 
and I will hook you up.

A Few Properties More
Written for owners who self manage.
http://t.ly/7Naq

A Fistful of Properties
Written for property managers 
who don’t want to be chain 
smoking alcoholics.
http://t.ly/tVLm



Types of Lawsuits
Small Claims

When this happens, 
you get to play with the 
justice department. 

When you are served by an attorney, these 
generally start at $40k.  

District Court

TIP: Don’t let your ego prevent you from making an early settlement decision. 
Even if you are right, you should offer some $$$ immediately. 

Cases greater than $10k.

Cases less than $10k.

● Security Deposit Dispositions
● Evictions
● Collections

● Buying / Selling Property Disclosures
● Slip & Falls

Attorneys cost $300 - $1000 per hour

Example: In the last lawsuit my client and I won, 
the owner paid $22k in attorney fees.



Results??????
Small Claims 

District Court

Box of Chocolates

Biggest Case Lost = $4k
+ Client spent $700

Biggest Case Won = $250
+ Client spent $300

Biggest Case Lost = $350k
+ Client spent $14,000

Biggest Case Won = $27k
+ Client spent $47k

No matter who wins, your client lose!



Lawsuit Attacks

Owners Tenants Buyers/Sellers

This Class Other Class



Just because the light is green won’t mean you 
can’t get hit by a bus.

Real estate law teaches you how to 
cross the street when the light is green.

I’m here to teach you how to 
avoid getting hit by a bus. 



4 Situations Where Owners May Sue You
1. Vacant Property Attacked
2. Naughty Tenant Demolished The Property
3. Your Staff Did Something Stupid
4. Naughty Tenant Attacked Your Owner

The wrong client can set you up to fail.



Owners & Investors
Investors who intend on squeezing every 
last penny out of their assets are to be 
avoided at all costs. This concept is hard 
to grasp for property managers who are 
starving to death. Clinging to every 
investor, a property manager can get 
dragged through the desert by the owner 
of the horse who demands too much 
attention and time. A property manager 
who doesn’t cut the rope quickly enough 
can bleed to death. 

You don’t want every client.

This will be you if you take on every client.



New Client Interview

1. Why are you calling me?
2. Why are you firing your previous manager?

a. Not collecting rent.
b. Too many vacancies.
c. Not responsive.

3. What is important to you?

If the new client doesn’t sound reasonable, cut them loose.

TIP: Don’t answer unknown calls, text 
responses to voicemail so you can 
research the property before chatting 
with them.

Sorry I missed your call. I’m with a client at the moment and will follow up with 
you shortly. In the meantime, you may find these helpful:

—> 2 Minute Video: https://youtu.be/pSkh6kq3BFs 

—>  FAQs:   https://ifindproperties.com/owners/

If you want to text me your address, I can do some homework before we chat 
about pricing and advertising.

You want to confirm you are 
speaking with the person who 
has authority to hire you. 



Multiple Sources for Verification
Clark County Tax Records

https://www.clarkcountynv.gov/government/assessor/property_search/real_property_records.php

Spokeo.com

Facebook



Who is currently managing the property?
When prospects call, pull this checklist out...

An owner who managed 
her multi family building 
for years hired me to 
manage her property. 
She drove me insane 
because she did nothing 
but micromanage me. I 
let her go and she still 
calls me to this day 
asking for free advice.

If the owner is crazy, it’s time to get off the phone and wish them luck.

Self Managed
Unless they are leaving 
the area or physically 
cannot visit the 
property. Let them go

Owners who live at the 
property will drive you 
insane and give you a 
bad reputation..

Competitor

Why are you firing them?
Does it sound reasonable? There are a lot of 
companies who don’t know what they are 
doing. Use your instincts to move forward.

Who is managing the property?
You want to know how reputable the company 
is. If they have a decent reputation, the owner 
is probably crazy. 

How long is the management agreement?
There are a lot of owners who don’t realize they are 
shackled and cannot get out of contract without stiff 
penalties. Make them provide the agreement if they 
don’t know for sure. 

One manager took on a building where 
the owner lived. He managed to get in 
fights with the tenants and they left us 
dozens of bad reviews.



Avoid Over Leveraged Owners / Investors
They may not be able to pay for repairs or 
survive vacancies. They need “over market” 
rents to survive cash flow, which creates even 
more problems.

Owners leveraged to their necks are dangerous. 

If you feel uncomfortable asking this question over 
the phone, make sure this question is answered on 
your checklist. 

Example: A commercial property had 
a leaking roof because the owner 
couldn’t afford to replace or fix it. 
After a major storm, one of the 
tenants had thousands of dollars of 
damage to computer equipment. 

Tenants are more likely to sue you 
because you may be more solvent 
than the owner.

Example: An unethical commercial building 
owner tried pulling a similar stunt so I looked 
at his roof (https://youtu.be/nQvWlzbkA5I). His 
tenants stated the building was on the verge of 
collapsing and the owner never paid vendors. 
His MO was to rope in gullible PMs to avoid 
paying expenses. If the owner doesn’t smell 
right, look at the property first.



If you take on a partnership, be sure 
you only have “One Boss”. You don’t 
have time to get permission from 4 
people to change out a water heater. 

Here are 2 reasons you should stay away from 
partnerships:

1. The property is nearly impossible to sell 
because partners can’t agree to a price.

2. You may not be able to take care of major 
repairs. If one of the partners is broke or 
belligerent, nothing will get fixed.

Like crab traps, partnerships are easy 
to get into but impossible to get out 
of. Unless the partners are vampires, 
one of them is going to eventually get 
sick or die. Repairs can’t be 
completed, tenants move out, 
tweakers move in, and the place 
burns to the ground.

Avoid Partnerships Here is an example of how most partnerships end: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg-Hq_UXUsw
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These take a LOT of skill. 90% of our 
lawsuits & evictions come from 
these types of properties.

We no longer manage very many. 
We used to manage about 30 of 
these... 

1. Older & require more maintenance.
2. Most licensed trades can’t work on them.
3. Many tenants are desperate and / or have 

substance abuse issues.
4. Most are in dangerous neighborhoods.
5. Profit margins are thin.

Unless you have at least five years management experience, you have no 
business playing with these.

Stay tuned for a multi family management course.

Avoid - Fourplexes / Multi-Family



Avoid Older Dangerous Neighborhoods
Fear is your worst enemy. If you are afraid of visiting a 
property and have problems seeing it for inspections, 
lockouts, or maintenance, really bad things will happen. 

“You have nothing to fear but fear itself. “ 

This is no truer than managing a property in a rough 
neighborhood. Tenants will pick up your fear and will run 
with it. 

Unless you grew up in a rough neighborhood, you have no business being there. 

We will go over safety near the end of this class.

Franklin Roosevelt

Example: This property got so many 
bullets in the windows we stopped 
putting glass back in. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duVEatjlgeY



FAQs For Your Business
The best place for this is on your website or email template responses. No one 
likes surprises and you don’t want to bury critical elements of your contract 
into that ridiculous 10 page management agreement. You should at least 
cover these items:

Before you get married, go on a date and go over FAQs.

Pricing
Tenant Screening Procedures
Security Deposits
Maintenance Procedures & Pricing
Termination Clauses
Eviction Procedures & Pricing
Reserves

95% of my clients read my site before I 
even get on the phone with them. I have 
never met about 90% of my owners.

https://ifindproperties.com/owners/



Onboarding Clients
A checklist provides you with a 
consistent approach to cover 
everything related to the property. 

● Who Pays What
● Appliances Included 
● Expected Rent
● Advertising
● HOA Docs
● Pets
● Extra Costs

Checklists are essential to your onboarding.

I use Google Forms. Example: Use “Test PM” when 
Filling it out. 
https://forms.gle/EWxPFyD5T2BTP5Ug8

When my client is unrealistic about this, I simply say “I 
will advertise this at whatever price you like.” HOWEVER, 
here are the 5 consequences of being over market:

https://ifindproperties.com/market-rent/

During the marketing / advertising, I can provide real 
data on what’s happening.

Properties vacant for an extended period of time are susceptible to 
damage. You are responsible for this property even though you are 
not making money. You can get sued for vandalism, fire, or flood.



Owner - Address of Record

Nothing will piss off your 
owner’s spouse more than 
when a tenant pounds on the 
door during supper.

Protecting your owner is your responsibility.

Listing their primary residence as the 
owner of record is probably the 
biggest mistake owners make.

Example: One of my owners listed his 
home in Washington on tax records. 
He was harassed by a relative of a 
tenant who was being evicted. He 
actually had a nervous breakdown 
and ended up in the hospital.Tenants rely on attorneys who will be 

compensated on contingency fees. If the 
attorney has no way of finding assets or 
serving the defendant, they are more likely 
not to take a tenant’s case.
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False advertising is a significant source of 
Real Estate Division complaints. Does your 
property really have “Lush green grass” 
shown in the picture and in the advertising? 

This frequently happens when old content is 
copied and pasted into new platforms. Pay 
attention to this.

Be sure your clients review advertising BEFORE broadcasting.

Example: One of my owners knew 
the jacuzzi barely operated.  It 
ended up costing them $3k after 
the tenant’s attorney came at them. 
It’s a good idea to put “Jacuzzi 
maintenance & repair is a tenant 
responsibility” in the advertising and 
lease agreement.

Onboarding - Marketing & Advertising

By having your clients bless your advertising, you will 
avoid future conflicts in lease agreements.



Mechanical Landmines
Ice & Water Dispensers

These can blow up to become lawsuits.

These can drip on units below and 
completely destroy a property if either 
property is vacant for a long period of time. 

Water Softeners

These stop working, 
sometimes flood or tenants 
get pissed when it says it’s 
included in the lease. 

It is recommended that you 
disable these mechanical 
landmines and be sure they 
are mentioned in the lease 
agreement AND 
advertising!



● Rent Restrictions
● Parking Restrictions & Towing
● Signs
● Lockboxes
● Gate Access
● Businesses

Never take on a property without reviewing HOA Docs!

Example: One of my owners at Las Vegas Country 
Club ignored a major rule of renter restrictions. He 
wasted hours of my time advertising, screening, & 
finding a tenant. Fortunately, the tenant was super 
cool and didn’t sue me or the owner when their 
moving truck was turned around at the gate.

Onboarding - HOA Docs

Be sure your tenants get a copy of the CC&Rs. We 
use dropbox and a link to the file in the property 
record so we can just copy / paste into the lease & 
move in process. 

Example: One of our 
tenants nearly won a 
case for expenses related 
to his car being towed 
because we didn’t 
provide CC&Rs.
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Management Agreements
● Start / Stop / Address Etc.
● Start Up Fees
● Monthly Percentage
● Referrals to Agents
● Leasing Fees
● Maintenance Fees
● Eviction Fees
● Inspections
● Recurring Costs

The ultimate purpose is to define fees, rates, and procedures.

● Appliances
● Utilities
● HOA 
● Mortgage
● Taxes
● Trash
● Sewer
● Insurance 

Additional Insured - We will 
cover this in the tenant section.



Buy / Sell Agreements
You can’t require owners to use you to buy or sell properties. 

HOWEVER, you can tell them their listing agent can manage the property as 
you are terminating service.

The “real money” is in buying and selling property.

Example: One of my multi-family owners 
attempted to have someone else list his 
building. I responded, “No problem, I will 
transfer leases and management to them 
tomorrow.” Of course the listing agent 
didn’t have PM permit and the owner gave 
me the listing. $15k commission.

If they don’t hire you, you need to 
examine what you did wrong.

Example: One of my managers did not get a listing for the property they managed. When I 
asked the owner why he said, “Your manager never gets back to me in a timely manner. “ The 
owner could have bashed us on social media and / or turned us into Division. She lost a $10k 
commission opportunity because she was spending time on all the wrong things...



Termination Clauses
Holding clients hostage is super dangerous.

If you charge clients for terminating, make it modest.

Transfer the account to another management company with speed & grace.

Here are the top five reasons you should never hold clients hostage:

1. They may file a division complaint.
2. There is a high probability they will sue you for negligence.
3. They will slam you on social media. Bad reviews live forever.
4. They will not hire you to buy or sell property.
5. The amount of emotional baggage is not worth the income.



“Dear John” Letters of Separation
You should always get rid of your worst customers.

Every year, you need to get rid of your worst  properties 
and / or your worst owners. You know who they are:

● Constantly complain.
● Demand too much of your time.
● Unreasonable requests.
● Communicate directly with tenants.
● Racists.
● Dollar threshold too low.

Example: In 2018 we decided to get rid of 
our portfolio of 30 multi-family properties. 
We are down to three now and will be 
completely divested by 4/1/2021.

Sample “Dear John” letter: https://bit.ly/2JPGuah

Owners who don’t like you have the resources to drag you into a lawsuit.
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Tenants
Naughty tenants are most likely to get you wrapped up 
in a lawsuit. Laws designed to protect tenants are used 
by professional rent dodgers and desperate tenants.

Identifying these types of tenants is your first defense 
against lawsuits. Tenant screening is the most valuable 
skill to have in your property management business.

If you treat your good tenants with respect and provide 
a safe, clean place to live, you will not get lawsuits from 
tenants.

Owner experiences with naughty tenants is why you have a job.



Professional Rent Dodgers
These tenants prey on self managed properties 
because they know the owners do not have the 
experience and tools to screen them out. Nearly 30% 
of our business comes from owners who got 
ambushed by a professional rent dodger and hired us 
to get rid of them.

Most experienced managers already know how to spot these.

Professional rent dodgers are easily dismissed when using consistent 
screening methods and thorough background checks. 



Tenant Funnel
The more prospects you have, the better your chances of getting good tenants.

More prospects = more to choose from = better quality tenants.

Over priced properties work against you. Fewer tenants make the owner desperate 
for lower quality tenants. Over priced properties can backfire on everyone in the 
long run.

Properties with slightly below 
market rents benefit your owner 
in the long run and reduce your 
chances of getting sued.

Stand your ground on 
your screening methods. 
If the owner wants to 
lower your standards, you 
should cut that owner 
lose before you both end 
up in court.



Professional Rent Dodgers
If you are new to this business, you are going to be rent dodger target. Tenant 
screening is the key to lawsuit prevention. Here are the basics:

1. Preliminary Screen. Text / emails to eliminate the hopeless.
2. Secondary Screen. Text / emails to add one more barrier to your time.
3. Background Check. Software tools / tips to dig deep into their profile for 

verification.

Professional rent dodgers prefer inexperienced managers and amateurs.

There is a massive correlation between bad credit and bad tenants.

Tenants who do not take care of a property usually have bad credit. Good credit generally 
means the tenant has a history of being responsible. Don’t let some country western song 
persuade you into ignoring someone’s poor credit.
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Avoid Country Western Songs
Country Western songs are the favorite tool of choice for rent dodgers.

With today’s technology, there is no reason to chat 
with a prospective tenant. More importantly, you 
don’t have to spend hours listening to some sad story. 
You don’t have time to play Mother Teresa and save a 
hundred lost souls today.

My pickup truck broke down, my husband ran off 
with a stripper, my dog died and I lost my job.

Never ever never get on the phone with a renter prospect. 



Tenant Screening Basics
Managing the phone is essential.

NEVER EVER NEVER ANSWER UNKNOWN NUMBERS.

There are many people you will never want to respond to, and it’s better to have 
text messages between you and tenants. You may need them later.

“It’s illegal to discriminate. It’s not illegal to have poor customer service. You 
won’t be dragged into court for ignoring a potential tenant.”  

Jim Eagan



Preliminary Screening

Have your response scripted and ready.

You should copy and paste your response to every inquiry.   

1. This tracks who you are talking to. You don’t need notes.
2. You are consistent and won’t get in trouble.
3. Less crap to remember.

Here an example: https://rb.gy/opmjlp
https://youtu.be/_6UQCiiK3C4
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Preliminary Screen
Filter out the hopeless: 

1. Don’t live in Vegas
2. Employed 
3. Adults / Children / Pets

Don’t follow up on sketchy prospects.

We get WAY too many problems with people who pull up in 
a u-Haul who have no clue what the neighborhood is like or 
have issues with cosmetic problems with the property. 
They get pissed off, want their money back and leave bad 
reviews. They will rarely stay past their first year.

Vegas
Or 

Bust

I don't recommend you secure a property until you get here. 
There are many crooks here and you have no idea what 
neighborhoods are like.  I recommend you get something like a 
weekly stay, spend one day looking at properties and then 
secure a place.

“Let me know when you are in town.”



Preliminary Screen
Filter out the hopeless: 

1. Don’t live in Vegas
2. Employed 
3. Adults / Children / Pets

Don’t follow up on sketchy prospects.

The ideal tenant candidates are folks who go to work.

They are crapping in someone else’s toilet, using facilities 
at work and gone most of the time. 

Tenants who lay around all day on the couch are the ones 
who will be thinking of all the things you can fix. Drinking 
40s and watching Bonanza with those attorney ads playing 
every 4 minutes will be the seeds for your next “slip and 
fall.”

It is not illegal to tell prospects you will get back to them 
later.

It is illegal to deny an application for source of income.



Preliminary Screen
Filter out the hopeless: 

1. Don’t live in Vegas
2. Employed 
3. Adults / Children / Pets

Don’t follow up on sketchy prospects.

Most of our properties do not allow pets and a simple “No 
pets allowed” response  kills the conversation.

If they respond with a comfort  giraffe, this response is 
completely legal:

All ESA animals must be verified via petscreening.com. We 
highly recommend you finish that step before proceeding. 

The cost is $25 to you. If your animal is verified, that $25 will 
be applied towards your security deposit. This link will guide 
you through that process:

 https://www.petscreening.com/referral/KuMzrUJ2xCak 
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Preliminary Answers
You don’t need to go any further with a terrible answer.

Most tenants don’t have tracking skills, 
so problem prospects will just go away if 
you ignore them. My favorite response is, 
“I’ll get back to you.” 

1. Why are you leaving your current location?  

My landlord is a jerk, roaches, bad neighborhood are all red flags.

2. Why are you motivated to rent this property?

“Need a bigger space” won’t make sense if your space is smaller.

3. How long have you had your cell number?

There is a massive correlation between length of ownership and tenant quality.



Secondary Screen - Credit
Our minimum credit score is ____.

You can avoid lawsuits if you state specifically what your minimum credit score 
requirements are. Our requirements are a function of neighborhood / house quality:

● Fremont St Multifamily - 550 or better (only recommended for experienced PMs)
● Summerlin Bling Bling  - 700 or better

If they don’t know, make them pull their 
own credit “Pull your own credit at 
CreditKarma.com and let me know what it 
says please.”

Don’t make requirements a mystery.



Country Western Songs About Credit
Country Western songs are used to explain credit.

It sucks to be them. The poor credit is just the tip of 
the iceberg for that prospect. There is a lot not 
showing they won’t tell you about. This person never 
planned for a rainy day and the rain may never stop. 

I got a divorce and my wife ran off with all my 
money after my motorcycle accident.

It’s heartbreaking but you need to keep to your standards or 
you will get sued by some tenant who met your requirements 
and was not accepted.



Co Signers - Why you don’t want them.
Paying rent is only half the problem with tenants.

1. Parents - They are desperate to get rid of their loser kids 
and will do anything to get them out of the house. The kids 
never learned how to make it on their own and your house 
will smell like Cheech & Chong’s when you do an 
inspection.

2. Recourse - Those parents will deny everything about their 
kids being responsible and will have the resources to fight 
you in court. Your owner will be pissed when the security 
deposit doesn’t come close to the damages inflicted.

There is only one type of “co-signer” scenario we will accept. This is when kids are taking care 
of their elderly parents. The parents just let life slip by and never paid attention to their bills. 
In this case, I make the kids financially responsible and the parents as “additional 
occupants.” This way have the kids by the neck. 
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Secondary Screen - Income
Our minimum gross income is ____.

Be specific, so they don’t get brain damage doing the math. 
Three times gross rent should be your minimum.

Self-employed people should show at least four times rent 
sitting in the bank over a three-month period. The type of 
profession is also essential. 

Long term history of employment and income generation is essential.

Be suspicious of anyone who 
claims they make a lot of 
unreported cash. If they are 
dodging the law, they will be 
dodging you.

Anyone who has dubious income or doesn’t make sense 
gets stiff armed. “I will get back to you.”



Secondary Screen - Before Showing
● Get their ID (especially important for women)
● Check site:   https://lvjcpa.clarkcountynv.gov/Anonymous/default.aspx

■ Criminal History – If you see a “W” on their record, this means they have a warrant for their arrest. Half these 

people don’t know they are wanted for a speeding ticket they failed to pay. They can’t pay rent if they are in the 

pokey! Property managers will reject these peeps without question. Cancel the appointment if you see a 
“W”!!! Tell them, they need to square that away before you can help them. If they have a felony, you really need 

to be upfront with prospective property managers. We will take felons for our multi-family that are old, so it’s not 

exactly a deal killer for everyone.

■ Civil History – If you see an eviction, game over. Unless they have a bunch of money in the bank and willing 

to live in the hood, you can’t do anything with them.  We will sometimes take eviction history if it’s over 10 years 

old, for example. NOTE: If your tenant has a common name like Bill Jones, this is nearly impossible to do.



Secondary Screen - Before Showing
Spokeo.com Facebook

Pictures of carrying weapons, illegal 
activity, being a nuisance to society….



Pre Screen Summary

More prospects = more to choose from = 
better quality tenants.

Filtering tenants BEFORE the application 
process reduces lawsuits.

Preliminary screening saves you time and is 
safer for you!

Quality tenants will not sue you.
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Background Checks - After Preliminary Screening
Pay attention to how recent 
derogatories are.

It is not wise to bring on 
someone on who has no credit 
history.

Crashing tenants are 
desperate and will tie you up 
in court.



Credit Rules
If the applicant does not’ meet your 
requirements for the over all score and 
you were not excited about them during 
the preliminary screening, this is your 
chance to throw the fish back in the 
water legally. 

WHEN you reject the tenant, keep it simple “Your credit score did not meet the owner requirements.”

Exceptions...

Medical
Education

Small Utility Collections
Small Phone Collections



Landlord Country Western Songs
Never trust tenants statements about landlords.

HVAC never works.
Roaches are everywhere.
Landlord is a jerk.
Landlord is out of the country.
Landlord is my mother in law.

My landlord never listens to me and never fixes 
anything around the property.

Never ever never rent to someone without solid rent history or homeownership! 

Top reasons to be suspicious of rent history.



Background Check - Rent History

Standard: When, how long, what they paid, did they pay on time, HOA love 
letters. Here are the more important questions:

● When was the last time they inspected the property?
● Did they give you proper notice?
● Did they have any pets?
● Would you rent to them again?

Rent dodgers have complex stories about why you can’t talk to their landlord.

Be extra careful with tenants transitioning from 
multi-family to single-family. Some tenants have no 
idea houses require extra effort. Many multi-family 
managers are trying to get rid of their naughty 
tenants and will throw you under the bus.

If you rent verification response comes back vague with “Would rent again if qualified”, don’t 
hesitate to ask for the tenant ledger. If you can’t get a tenant ledger, go to the next prospect.

Be sure to verify the landlord matches tax records!!



Background Check - Rent History
You can’t trust all landlords either.

The landlord 2 leases ago have more value.  

The tenant’s prospect may be desperate to get rid of the 
tenant and may lie to you or give you the lame “Would rent 
again if qualified.” A tenant ledger is the only real value you 
have in documentation.

The landlord prior to the current landlord is most likely to tell you the 
honest truth. They don’t have a vested interest in the outcome and they 
actually did a walkthrough when the tenant left. 
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Tenant Uncertainty
If you are uncertain about your tenant selection, you can 
do these things to mitigate problems in the future.

● Keep the lease short (2-4 months)
● Increase the security deposit
● Schedule an inspection a few months after move in.

Never ever never collect a huge amount of rent in advance. 
Evicting someone on a nuisance is nearly impossible with the 
current panel of judges.



Leases - Disclosures
● Lease
● Disclosure of Principle
● Lead Based Paint

Be sure leases include your processes.

WHEN you get a love letter from Division and you don’t 
provide this, you will probably get a $1000 administrative 
fine on top of whatever else you did wrong.

Professional rent dodgers love this one.

Example: One of my managers did not disclose she was a principle in a property she owned 
and leased out. The Real Estate Division fined her $1000. After six years, this tenant still has an 
open small claims case against us for improper advertising claims.

Common items not included in a lease contract are 
pests, appliances, and maintenance procedures. 

I highly recommend short leases on multi-family 
properties. It’s easier to toss a naughty tenant 
on a 30 day no cause than a nuisance.



Leases - Recommended Additions
● Home Warranty Processes - 95% of your tenant complaints will come from these.

● Appliances - Make this clear with your owner.
● Pest Control - Put a referral right on the contract.
● Maintenance Processes (deductibles)
● Renters Insurance (make this clear to tenants)

WHEN the HVAC goes to hell in a handbasket, you should be clear as to 
what will happen, and the tenant needs to have a back up plan.

Example: I have hundreds of examples of how home warranties piss off tenants and have 
thrown owners under the bus. We lose a tenant every year because of these. 
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Tenant Move In Process
● Access
● Gate
● Keys
● HOA
● Utilities
● Responsibilities
● Pests
● Appliances

Poor move in processes will create problems when they move out.

● Payment Procedures
● Maintenance Procedures
● Move in Condition

Give your tenants ample time to make a list of 
issues and document cosmetic issues. This 
doesn’t have to be fancy. An email can be printed 
and the PDF file stored for future reference. 

TIP: If you video all your 
walkthroughs, and upload them to 
YouTube, you can get an accurate 
understanding of condition before 
your next walkthrough.



Move In Follow Up

Mechanical issues need immediate attention and will set the tone for your 
professionalism.

Cosmetic issues must be documented. This will prevent a lot of drama 
during move out.

Since I rarely meet my tenants, I follow up a few days 
after the move-in to confirm everything is fine and if 
they have prepared a list of items needing repair. I also 
ask them for documentation of cosmetic items they do 
not want to be responsible for.



Move In Surveys
Get surveys from your tenants after they 
move in.

By jumping on problems, you will 
mitigate lawsuits, and reduce the number 
of bad reviews on social media.

Create surveys for every part of your business for effective feedback.

You can’t bury bad reviews. The 
best you can do is overwhelm 
social media with good reviews.
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Inspections
By getting video of your inspection, you can accurately describe the condition 
of the property to your owner AND it will be invaluable for your move out 
disposition.

Video of your inspections are essential.

● Verbally describe what you see.
● Discuss broken or missing items.
● Educate your tenant on pest control.
● Discuss the benefits of changing the air filters.
● Follow up on mechanical issues.

Example: I had one tenant who actually said “Am I 
supposed to clean the stove?”

WHEN a tenant claims they have a 
problem with roaches, you need to 
inspect the property immediately. 
There is a 95% chance they are 
throwing a roach party.

You will often get tenant confessions on broken or missing items. 
You can use your video to defend yourself in court and false claims 
with the real estate division.

https://youtu.be/DVpRY1z10Vk





Tenants Who Become Unstable
Occasionally you will get a tenant who pays 
rent on time and will consistently dodge you on 
an inspection. These are signs of a hoarder or 
someone who knows they are losing it.

Hoarders need to be given notice immediately.

“Let me help you find a place less expensive or someplace 
that requires less attention. There is no reason to suffer.”

Example: We had a tenant who was a 
hoarder and probably an alcoholic. 
My biggest mistake was I didn’t give 
her notice soon enough. When Covid 
hit, I couldn’t get rid of her for 6 
months. She eventually left after I 
kept trying to help her move.

https://youtu.be/URhQzpC1w_g





Maintenance Processes
● Maintenance hotline or dedicated phone.
● A call log will help you in court.
● Text messages or emails are effective tracking methods.
● Vendor Confirmations & Status Checks
● Tenant Follow Up - Follow Up - Follow Up 

A consistent maintenance process will make your life easier.

Google Voice - Translates voice mails 
to text & records message.

Answering Service - Brace 
them for hostile phone calls.

Professional rent dodgers love to use maintenance issues for not 
paying rent. Relentless follow up and documentation for access 
prevention will shut rent dodgers down.

Train your vendors to use ample photos and video for pre / post 
repairs. A hostile tenant on video goes a LONG way in court.



Desperate Tenants Can Become Lawsuits
They have lost their job and have plenty of time to watch 
those attorney commercials on TV.

Desperate tenants focus on ways to escape their reality.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=de1SPiS8kLI

● They don’t have hope of money soon.
● They think of things you need to fix.
● They dream of ways to get rich quick.

Example: Every single one of our lawsuits 
from tenants came from ones who were 
not employed. 80% of those were single 
parents.
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Identifying Desperate Tenants
Identifying the desperate enables you to see the bus barreling down the road.

● They lost their job.
● They get in accident.
● Their kids are extremely sick / injured.
● They lost their significant other.
● They lost a supportive relative.
● Government funding ended.
● Mental instability

Pay very close attention to their response when they are late paying rent. 

Most tenants live paycheck to paycheck and have very little or no resources 
to recover from any of these major events. You need to step in immediately 
and become a solution before they become a problem. 



Solution for Desperate Tenants
When tenants begin to struggle with rent, let them leave gracefully. 
There is no reason to make someone suffer when you can do a 
transition that doesn’t hurt your owner. 

Desperate tenants make poor decisions.

“Let me help you find a place less expensive or let me help 
you find a roommate. There is no reason to suffer.”

This type of dialogue makes you an ally, not an adversary. By helping others out of their financial 
struggle, you are helping them and your owner.

● They will leave the property in better condition.
● They won’t drag out the process through eviction court.
● They are less likely to find “maintenance issues” to delay eviction.
● They are less likely to “slip and fall” on your property.

All of these things 
saves your owner 
money in the 
long run.



You will eventually get sued anyway.

● Slip And Falls
● Security Deposit Dispositions
● Evictions

There is no fool proof way of avoiding lawsuits.



Lawsuits - Slip & Falls
95% of these are not legitimate. However, when you get one of 
these, you need to notify the insurance agency immediately. 

All of these come from desperate tenants.

Having your brokerage “Additionally Insured” is a must. When you 
get sued, their high priced attorney is the one representing you and 
the owner in court.

Tenants don’t have a pot to piss in so when they sue you and your owner, they will be retaining an 
attorney on contingency. This means, attorneys will only take the case on these conditions:

● The owner has a lot of unprotected assets (not in a trust / LLC)
● The owner is easy to find.
● The case has a lot of merit.



Slip & Fall Prevention

● Maintenance call logs.
● Constant monitoring.
● Before / After Photos
● Enlisting vendors.
● Spreadsheets / Chain of Events.

Maintenance records are essential. You 
will get subpoenaed for these, and you 
want to make sure have dates, times, 
invoices, and photos.  

Proper maintenance is the number one defense.

Videos at your office 
and on properties can 
mitigate lawsuits. 

Example: This multi family tenant (single 
unemployed parent) claimed to have fallen 
from a loose piece of concrete in the steps. 
Immediately afterward, I enlisted the 
custodian at my property to get video. 

That video prevented me from getting sued.

https://youtu.be/XctoDEgoGGM
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Eliminate A Complaint - Gain a client!
When doing your move out dispositions, a spreadsheet showing both the 
owner costs and tenant costs will help you reach a fair conclusion. If you 
supplement your decision with video, 95% of your tenants will exit gracefully 
and even come back to you later. We get a tremendous amount of repeat 
tenants because we are fair.

● Feed your “buyer drip system” which provides more net 
revenue than all our property management income.

● Remind tenants during their stay of how awesome you 
are at helping them buy a property before they give you 
notice.

● Explain how they can get all their security deposit back.



Lawsuits - Move Outs (security deposits)

Example: I had a tenant sue me for 
over $200 for the difference in what 
we paid out verses what the tenant 
could have received for the security 
deposit refund. The judge ruled in 
my favor because I was fair, 
provided real invoices and didn’t 
charge for normal wear and tear.

These can be mitigated by being fair.

Don’t just tell the tenant what you are charging 
them, be sure they know how much the owner is 
spending to rehab the property.

Item Tenant Owner

Walk through $40
Interior Painting $300 $1,200

Bedroom Carpet Cleaning $79

Window Replacement $200

Total Expenses $579 $1,240

Back Rent

Total Charges $579

Security Deposit $1,300

Due to Tenant $721

Tenants feel much better when they know 
the owner is eating some cost.

This is also useful to a judge because you 
can show actual invoices associated with 
the rehab. 



Benefits of Being Lenient on Move Outs
Don’t step over 20s to pick up nickels. 

1. Since you did an excellent job screening and placed a tenant with good credit, this tenant 
will likely become your next buyer. Shelling out $100 to pay for a broken blind can go a 
long way towards a $10k commission.

2. You won’t be spending an hour looking for parking space and listening to those painful 
idiots at Justice Court for hours on end.

3. There is a good chance they will come back to you after having a bad rental experience.
4. You won’t get a love letter from the Real Estate Division or get dragged into a commission 

hearing to see all your dirty laundry.
5. You won’t be spending hours going back and forth between the tenant in hostile text or 

email messages.
6. You won’t get nasty reviews.
7. Your owner won’t get wrapped up in the drama and you 
8. will look like a rock star. Happy owners will hire you when you go to sell the property for 

another $10k commission.

A crisp Benjamin can earn you up to $20k 
in commissions. Don’t be stingy.



Lawsuits - Evictions

● Pay or Quit Notices
● Summary Evictions
● Court Cases
● Lockouts
● Personal Property

Offer incentives to leave gracefully.
Treat them with respect.
Offer to help with their departure.

“Hi Mr Tenant,

Your summary eviction is 
scheduled for Tuesday next week. 
You can avoid all that drama and 
keep an eviction off your record if 
you allow us to help you find 
alternative lodging.”



Lawsuits - Evictions

● Pay or Quit Notices
● Summary Evictions
● Court Cases
● Lockouts
● Personal Property

Throw out another incentive to avoid 
a lockout.

“Hi Mr Tenant,

Your summary eviction has been 
granted and your lockout will 
probably be Friday. It’s still not too 
late to avoid an eviction on your 
record if you can meet with me 
tomorrow to surrender the keys.



Lawsuits - Evictions

● Pay or Quit Notices
● Summary Evictions
● Court Cases
● Lockouts
● Personal Property

They have gone this far so it’s not 
likely anymore incentives will work. 
However, it’s still one more chance.

“Hi Mr Tenant,

It’s still not too late to surrender the 
keys and avoid an eviction.”



Lawsuits - Evictions

● Pay or Quit Notices
● Summary Evictions
● Court Cases
● Lockouts
● Personal Property

You don’t want their stuff so make it 
easy for them to make arrangements 
for moving after the lockout.

“Hi Mr Tenant,

Your lockout is tomorrow. 
Be sure to get all your 
essentials out before the 
constable arrives. We will 
make arrangements to get 
the rest of your stuff after 
the lockout.”



Lawsuits - Evictions

● Pay or Quit Notices
● Summary Evictions
● Court Cases
● Lockouts
● Personal Property

You must store their crap for 30 days so 
you want to everything to encourage 
them to take as much as they can.

“Hi Mr Tenant,

What day is convenient for you 
and your friends to assist you in 
getting your stuff? I can give 
you a couple hours to 
accomplish this task.”



Lawsuits - Evictions

Treat your evicted tenants 
with respect and sympathy!

Example: Twelve years ago I 
evicted a family. I did my best to 
help them and treated them with 
respect. Nine years later, the 
fellow recognized me at 
Starbucks, introduced himself, 
and stated how grateful he was 
in how I treated them. He 
became a mortgage broker and 
we are now facebook friends.

● They are less likely to damage the property if 
you are nice.

● They are less likely to sue you for property loss 
or whatever they can dream up.

● They less likely to stalk you or your owner.
● Never ever raise your voice or threaten them.



Lawsuits - Evictions
Documentation and respect go a long way.

Video all your evictions because they can come 
back to haunt you years from now when the 
rent dodger thinks of something.

If your tenant abandons personal property, be certain to get confirmation in a text 
or email. “Hi Mr. tenant, you left a bed, some trash, and some other personal 
items. Do you want to pay for storage or can we just give it to charity?”

● Use a garage if necessary.
● Pile up stuff in the living room.
● Offer to pay a handyman help move.
● Throw a few benjamins at them if it helps.

Example: I had a tenant sue me $4k 
because we tossed out a roach 
infested couch. Fortunately, we won 
on appeal but the whole process 
cost me $500 in attorney fees.



Lawsuits - Evictions- Storage
You can store tenant belongings and charge the tenant a “reasonable 
storage fee.” However, the tenant can come back at you and sue you for 
that and/or go crying to the Real Estate Division.

Example: We had a tenant who probably had about $60,000 worth of 
stolen goods in his house. It took 2 semis to unload it but I knew he 
would pay for the storage ($2500). There was a LOT of drama with 
this tenant and the poor owner had many sleepless nights. 



Lawsuit Prevention

● Errors & Omissions Insurance
● Lawsuit Preparation
● Safety For Tenants
● Safety For You



Errors & Omissions Insurance aka E&O
The burden of negligence is grey.

They can’t protect you from the great gorilla, 
aka the “Real Estate Division.”

I have never met any agent or broker who was 
protected until a couple of classes ago.

This has dubious value.



Example: Five years ago, our brokerage was 
included in a lawsuit for mold even though the 
plaintiff filed two years after we ended our 
relationship with the multi-family building. The other 
brokerage had E&O and did not assist in the defense. 
Since the other brokerage did not require the 
property additionally insured, we both ended up 
settling out of court for $2k each.

Errors & Omissions Insurance aka E&O
Don’t be a target.

E&O Insurance Makes You A Target For A Lawsuit

Every single time a high priced lawyer 
hits on me, they ask for my E&O 
Insurance contact information. I love 
their reaction when I tell them I don’t 
have it. 

They also soon discover I don’t own 
anything but the clothes I’m wearing 
and my beat up Honda with 120,000 
miles on it.

Good luck! lol



Lawsuit Protection It is best to have your personal assets buried in 
a trust and / or LLC. If an attorney is working on 
contingency, they are less likely to pursue you 
because there are no assets to liquidate.

Don’t own anything.

The best castle defense is one where the living 
trust owns the LLCs and each LLC own property 
or a business. When tenants become hostile and 
have a reason to hire an attorney, attorneys will 
first look for the ownership of record. If you don’t 
own anything or the attorney cannot see your 
other assets, they will not likely take the case 
because compensation is unlikely.

If you are a broker, be certain your brokerage is a 
subset LLC under a Trust. Tenants think you are 
a fat target so keep your assets as far removed 
as possible. 
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The Anatomy of a $350,000 Slip & Fall

● The owner prevented me from evicting the  
“Poor old woman.”

● The owner insisted on using his handyman.
● The custodian was terrible and was not on our 

side.
● I should have personally inspected the repair 

when it was completed before the accident.

Example: We had a tenant who claimed her foot went through a balcony. She was three 
months behind on rent (we inherited her) and they were throwing a party with ten other people 
the night her foot went through the balcony. After three years in legal wrangling, State Farm 
paid out $350k to the tenant. It cost me about 20 hours of time and dozens of sleepless nights.

What we did wrong:

● We were additionally insured. The 
$350k awarded to the plaintiff 
came from State Farm.

● We had really good before and 
after photos of the repairs. 
However, they got us because the 
handyman was not a licensed 
general contractor.

What we did right:



Lawsuit Preparation
WHEN you smell a lawsuit coming, take 30 minutes to put together a timeline 
along with PDF files of emails and text messages. 

Lawsuits can last a decade.

When I get a hostile tenant who threatens to sue me, I 
immediately collect all my evidence and put them in 
subfolder in Dropbox. I then use Google Spreadsheets to 
create a timeline of dates with notes for future reference. 
This will also save your owner in attorney fees because it’s 
organized and ready for the attorney.

Most tenants will report you to the Real Estate 
Division first because it doesn’t cost them 
anything. Once the Real Estate Division doesn’t 
find fault, they will go looking for an attorney on 
contingency or file a small claim against you.



Don’t let 
this be you



Safety - Tenants
Even though you are not responsible for 
burglary and criminal elements, it’s your 
job to make sure the property is 
properly cared for.

● Coach lights.
● Security lights.
● Locked gates.
● Security bars.
● Smoke detectors.

No property is worth dying over or getting injured.

Example: This property manager could face 50 years in prison for 
not properly caring for a property > https://bit.ly/2JQCrdz



Safety - Smoke Alarms

Those 6 deaths would have been avoided if 
the smoke alarms functioned properly. 

If you manage multi-family property, this is a constant battle. Tenants disable smoke detectors 
ALL THE TIME.  I would bet money 90% of those smoke detectors were disabled by the tenants.

Because the owner did not do frequent inspections and/or insisted the custodian didn’t do 
checks, those were essentially permanently disabled.

I recommend you put a stiff penalty in your lease for disabled / inoperable smoke 
detectors. WHEN one of your properties catches fire, the fire marshal is going to go 
look for those smoke detectors. If he finds them inoperable, you have signed 
yourself up to possible criminal charges and/or civil charges. 



Safety - Locks
During move in, we tell tenants it’s their responsibility to 
change the locks if they are concerned about duplicate keys 
floating around. We also refer them to a preferred vendor for 
cameras, alarm systems, and entry barriers.  

Be sure tenants are aware of your lock status.

Gates for multi family buildings are highly recommended. It is a 
constant battle to keep them locked and they frequently get 
broken but the effort is worth it. 

Side gates for single family units should always remain locked 
and it’s a good idea to use combination locks instead of locks 
with keys.

I keep a dozen of these cheap $5 locks in my car for move outs.



Safety - Property
An owner can sue you for neglecting property.

● Electronic lockbox
● Hide whatever lockbox you use.
● Radio in the garage / kitchen.
● Lights that go off / on randomly.
● Electronic dog barkers.
● Boots at the door.
● TV Flickering Device
● Motion sensitive alarm / dispatch.

I have a portable alarm system for properties at risk of 
vandalism. I can just send the alarm company the new 
address and they contact me / dispatch for alarms.

WHEN your property becomes vacant, it should keep you up at night. Don’t be 
afraid to charge more for additional security. Here some things you can do to 
mitigate vandalism. 

If your property has not been visited by an agent or you in over a week, you should check 
on it. Video the property while you are there to prove to the owner everything is cool. This 
proves to them you care and this mitigates lawsuits from vandalism or flood.
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Safety - YOU!!
The number one defense you have is respect for others. There are whole 
classes on the subject of safety but here are the essentials:

● You are more likely to get injured by carrying a weapon.
● If you feel you are in danger. Leave.
● Mace is the most lethal thing you should have.
● NEVER EVER threaten anyone.

No property is worth dying over or getting injured.

Example: This property 
manager’s body was found in 
the desert after threatening a 
tenant with a knife: > 
https://bit.ly/3eKp0am

1. Crackhead Video  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgzQgnv59Tg this is real life)
2. Safety - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf1AvagyVzc 
3. Fear - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkDs2qCnWCE
4. Respect - https://youtu.be/csoBmziWY8k





Anyone can be sued for any reason.
Owners - Can sue you if you make 
the wrong decisions in hiring a 
vendor or get a naughty tenant.

Even if you do 
everything right, you 
can be sued. The 
more money you 
are perceived to 
have, the more likely 
you will get sued. 
More exposure 
increases your 
chances of getting 
sued. 

Vendors - Can name you in a 
lawsuit for unpaid services. 

Tenants - Can sue you for slip 
and falls and events related to 
evictions or crimes.

Flaunting wealth in any fashion makes you a target.

TIP: Treat EVERYONE with respect and appear as humble and 
broke as possible while being professional.

The more empathy you have for someone suffering the more 
likely they are not going to sue you.



Summary

● You don’t want every customer.
● Avoid over leveraged / stressed owners.
● Review FAQs with prospects.
● Avoid multi-family unless you have experience.
● Have a consistent checklist onboarding clients.
● Don’t be afraid to let clients go.

Owners / Clients
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● Screen out rent dodgers and desperate tenants.
● Background checks to include:

○ Credit Reports
○ Income Verification
○ Rent History

● Leases need to be thorough
● Your move in process needs to be consistent.
● Inspections are mandatory.
● Maintenance processes need to be clean.
● Cut desperate tenants loose.
● Make sure you are additionally insured.

Tenants

Be SAFE!!! No property is worth getting injured over.
● Treat others with respect.
● Do not threaten anyone.
● Leave unsafe areas immediately.



Wrapping her up…

More questions? More help? Contact me!! ● Broker License 1000724

● Business Broker License 6971

● Provisional Community Manager License 9095

● Public ID 220020

● 24/7 Realty School Instructor

● (702) 287-1092 Cell

● Jim@ifindproperties.com 

Property Manager & Consultant – Jim teaches 
classes on effective property management 
techniques. Since 1994, he has been managing 
residential, multi-family, and commercial real estate.

Jim Eagan

Course Evaluation: https://pdf.ac/rSU7j
Web Version: http://t.ly/VosG
PDF Version: http://t.ly/TFVA


